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Sleeping Women - Awake!
Day #7
May 15, 2022

Visions put in place with a Reality Statement and Reality Shift:
Our Divine Family's soul ambassadors are restored to the Heart and Soul
of this mission. The strength and clarity and unity is absolute and founded in
Divine Good of I AM.
A. My main vision is for circles of twelve women. Loving, compassionate,
creative, collaboratively, designing countries, communities, dates,
principalities, homes, families, schools, healthcare systems, food
manufacturing systems. I mean, this could be used everywhere. The bottom
line for me was it just kind of came last minute. Military will no longer be
necessary and can be converted into upgrading. The infrastructures, the
roads, the transit systems and all of those underground tunnels can be used.
Something like that.
B. What I saw was these circles again, but it was think in terms of a village, a
village of the number of people, which I think is around 300 or 400 that
people can comfortably know and live with. So that's the basic foundation.
But there's no real boundaries except mountains. There are no longer any
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countries or States or anything like that. People are free, obviously, to come
and go from their villages. But the idea is that you have this solid foundation
that you've been raised in of people who know you and love you and care
about you. So your heart is whole and you are whole as you go forth into the
world. So then people are willing to understand and to be understood.
Governance is not by consensus because of the backgrounds and the way that
people and the changes that have been made in chakras and hearts and all
that. The best idea for how to go forth and solve a situation or a problem is
that people sit around and they throw out ideas until there's a hit of rightness
and they all feel this hit of rightness. Yes, that's the way we should go. So it's
consensus, but it's not the consensus of. I'll agree to that. If you give up this,
it's the consensus of. Oh, yeah, of course. That's exactly what we should be
doing. Yeah. And that's what I saw. Connection. People working together,
actual, like, real heart connection. I care, we care. We all care. Lined up like
we're supposed to be. That is the easy way to put it. So that's what I saw and
what I'm anchoring in.
C. That's very similar to my vision. But it's also different because I was
journeying. I started with my team standing around me. They told me they
are waiting for this moment for a long time. And they tell me that they always
stay by me, stay by my side. So I do not have to worry or to hesitate with
doing next steps. Important steps are to begin with listen to the inner voice.
This is very welcome since we are in listening woman now the fifth
grandmother. But of course it's my journey, but this counts for everyone. I
mean it is a co creation but I journeyed it in my own spirit body with a
listening woman. See, let's what the next steps will be is that I see women and
myself offering circles, but these are changing. I also see myself offering
lectures which I have never done yet. I see that circles are becoming more
open to souls in male bodysuits and that we women are ready to let them be
there without any competition, any male or female domination games or
overpowering strategies. So there is unity. I see myself becoming someone
who loves to offer the medicine I carry, which is my potential to shine and to
share my gifts without giving myself away. I see women and men working and
co creating new ways of living which actually are very old ways. But we are
beginning to remember. I see. We go back to learning to trust each other
again and from that foundation to start rebuilding a new society. However,
there has to be changed still much and also to be learnt a lot. Thank you.
D. Divine families, soul ambassadors, which is who we are, are restored to the
heart and soul of Divine Mission. Our strength and clarity and unity is
absolute, founded in the Divine Good of I AM. And all of Good and Benefit
emerges from that.
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So I'm going to use the reality shift to take it beyond just our word. I encourage
each of you to take a minute to either think that hold your statement in mind. I
will walk us through the steps of the Reality Shift to anchor it.
Take a moment.
Gather in the vision.
Reality Shift for our Visions:
• We call in the extensive unlimited teams in the unseen world. Design teams
as well as follow through teams. We ask that our consciousness field as well
as the consciousness field of all to whom we are connected in love be moved
into these realities.
• We call for the PTO and the Tag collective to deep heal deep six, remove
outsider energies totally. Anything that would prevent, has prevented or is
prevented. He'll transformed, removed. In this moment of time.
• We call for the causal design teams of all Galactic family soul members who
are embodied. We call for their design team to design a program coded
program for the highest expression of these statements for every soul on the
planet and beyond.
• Once that program is designed that the codes are anchored into the first
dimensional field, mine, yours and all who are connected in love to us.
• And that the program itself, like a software program, be inserted in the fifth
dimensional which is the hard drive driving this lifetime for each of us.
• So from that place of Sophia design, declaration, guardianship for these
realities, they have been cleansed, they have been programmed, downloaded
and activated throughout the entire psyche of our Divine Families in every
world, region, dimension, lifetime experience, space, time, space time, or
plasma and more.
And so it is.
This has been delightful and wonderful and I've learned so much from all of you.
Thank you so much.
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